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The Physical
Home Inspection
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The state of the market can be summed
up as “Very Healthy!” This especially
applies to the $1.5M and under market.
Multiple offers, very short market times,
very low inventory, buyers bidding much
higher than week old comparable sales,
and appraisals meeting value are the
trends that I am seeing. Open House
activity is robust as well; we see
consumers seeking to educate
themselves as much as possible about
the current state of the market,
engaging face to face with us as we
host the open houses at our listings.
I have been hearing from economic
analysts that they believe our market
will continue to run for the next 2-3 years.
With a stable and diverse job market,
very little land left to develop new homes
on in the core area of our county, and
interest rates below 6%, which the
economists cite as the magic number
that will create a tip in the scale to send
prices in the opposite direction, they
think we are in a situation where demand
will outpace supply for some time to
come. So, if you are thinking about
selling, hire someone who is a true leader
with a lot of real estate sales experience
and who is an expert negotiator. It could
mean an extra $10,000-$20,000 in your
pocket at the closing table if you do!

This month I want to discuss the physical
home inspection of a property. It is one
of the most important things a buyer can
do during their due diligence part of a
purchase. First of all, there are a couple
of facts to share. In my professional
opinion, sellers should never have a
physical home inspection conducted prior
to listing their home. The report then
becomes a required disclosure to present
to the buying party. Additionally, the state
of California is a buyer beware state.
The responsibility lies on the shoulders
of the buyer to discover and verify all
information for their purchase. Another
fact that I find interesting is that there is
no governing board that oversees,
educates and regulates home inspectors...
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Kristine’s favorite
beauty line...
This month I would like to talk to you about one of my favorite products that I use every day. It’s called Beautycounter. It’s a line of natural cosmetics that are amazing and truly
safe to use.
A few years ago I learned about the toxic chemicals used
in our everyday products. Did you know that our skin is
our largest organ and it absorbs everything you put on it? I
don’t think I ever really thought about it that way. I was eating organic but I was putting toxic chemicals on my body
every day with my makeup, sunscreen, face creams and
body lotions. Even the baby products I thought I could trust
were filled with chemicals and I was using them every day
on my kids.
This is when I started using natural and organic products.
A good friend of mine, Jill Cesaire, learned about Beautycounter and started educating me on what was going on
with the regulations in the US.
If you have a minute, watch this segment featured on Good
Morning America. Its alarming and at the end of the clip
you’ll see that Robbin Roberts also uses Beautycounter.

http://abcnews.go.com/Lifestyle/chemicalregulations-makeup/story?id=44033705
Here are some facts we learned from the
Beautycounter website...
“Decades of studies indicate that serious health issues (including but not limited to asthma, cancer, and infertility) are
on the rise and are due in some part to our ongoing exposure to toxic chemicals—whether it’s in the shower, on our
commute, while we eat lunch at a local restaurant, or when
we clean our kitchens at home.”
“What’s worse is that the Food and Drug Administration
(the agency that regulates cosmetics in the United States)
allows companies to use chemicals known to be extremely
harmful in the products we put on our bodies and on our
kids’ bodies every single day, day after day, and to make
their own judgments about safety.”
“The United States has not passed a major federal law to
regulate the safety of ingredients used in personal care
products since 1938.”
“Over the past two decades, the European Union has
banned more than 1,300 chemicals in the product formulas
of personal care products and restricted the levels of over
250 more in such products. The United States has only
partially banned 30 to date.”
Isn’t that concerning? I know it was to me and it was an
easy decision to switch to Beautycounter.
There are still some products out there besides Beautycounter that are safe. The best way I have found to educate
myself on product safety is to check the EWG website to
see what their rating is for different products, www.ewg.
org . The EWG is a non-profit, non-partisan organization
dedicated to protecting human health and the environment.
This site has already tested most of the products on the
market to see what their safety level is and rate them.
Beautycounter has banned over 1,500 questionable or
harmful chemicals through their “Never List”—all while ensuring their products perform and that they’re as indulgent
as any other luxe shampoo, lipstick, or oil in the market. I
love their products and use them every day. Tim has also
started using them and loves them! One of my favorite
products is their sunscreen. It goes on so smooth and isn’t
pasty white like other natural sunscreens on the market. My
kids wear it all the time.
If you would like to learn more about Beautycounter please
visit my friend Jill’s page!

www.beautycounter.com/jillcesaire
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SHARE OUR WEALTH OF KNOWLEDGE!
Please share this market update with family, friends,
or colleagues. Kristine and I would love to be
introduced and have the opportunity to work
for someone you know!
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